
MAKE SPACE
FOR POSSIBILITIES
CONSTRUCT WITH 
CONFIDENCE
WHAT ARE YOU DOING WITH YOUR SPACE? 
NEED IDEAS WITH A STRONG SHOT OF INSPIRATION?

Look inside. 

https://www.dirtt.com/


What happens when you curate space by fusing inspiration, 

imagination and intelligence? You get ENVIRONMENTS that 

are adaptable, accommodating AND equipped to manage the 

unknown. They can change when and how YOU need them to.

And let’s be honest, safe and friendly spaces are what the world needs right now.  

Just because we have to be apart, doesn’t mean we can’t be together. 

But how? It’s simple.

Construct meaningful environments that respect the unique priorities and goals  

of people, teams and organizations.

Integrate solutions that can immediately be converted to reflect changing 

circumstances and meet the evolving needs of the people using them.

Enable total customization that supports productivity, safety and physical and  

mental wellness.

Discover your possibilities. 

IT’S POSSIBLE.
Together, we can build spaces that are intentionally respectful, resilient by design  
and relevant through time. 

Need inspiration? Consider your possibilities with these idea starters. 

Concept
Get Together

Shape
Honeycomb

Transforms high-density floor plans into cohesive spaces.  
Build your team around a central hub with a design that delivers  
safety and proximity.

Concept
Look Ahead

Shape
Zipper

Geometry that offers safety and strength through flexibility and visibility. 
Whether you’re at a desk or on the move, you have line of sight and 
intentional physical distancing.

Concept
Join In

Shape
Square

Integrated technology that allows connection and personalization to 
flourish. Bigger screens give you better face time and four walls gives 
you quiet time.



Get Together 
Honeycomb

Bringing the outside in. Or, if you want to get fancy, tap into biomimicry. Simply 

put, learning from nature to solve people problems. Because, what better way 

to make sure something works than millions of years of evolution? Inspired 

by how bees build, the honeycomb is structured using hexagons. Positioned 

side by side, this shape provides one of nature’s most efficient uses of space. 

That’s good news for us when we need to convert a high-density open 

environment into shared spaces that offer individual security, total visibility and 

air quality control. 

GET TOGETHER.
IDEA STARTER



GET TOGETHER.
Application insights

Unique, nature-inspired,
modern design

Positive or negative airflow can 
be created with HVAC system

Configuration around a common 
center encourages community

Center pod acts as an air plenum 
space for surrounding seats

Hexagonal shape provides
economy of space

Angled sit-stand workstations 
provide ergonomics

Wall configuration provides safety 
even with increased density

Multi-use center island area 
can be used for storage
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Customizable entrance size

Air filters can be added to 
adjustable vents for purification

Center island can utilize solid walls  
to hide infrastructure

Modular for simple and 
quick reconfiguration
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Look Ahead 
Zipper

Together or apart. Zippers gives us options. Need more space? Pull down 

and expand. Need less space? Pull up and contract. The artistry of bringing 

two elements together gives total cohesion. Regardless of how you use them, 

zippers are adaptable, easy to personalize based on current circumstances 

and oh so practical. Exactly what we’re looking for in a workspace that 

requires fast, easily changeable elements that evolve alongside your people 

and business. Freedom of movement and form and function fuse together in 

perfect geometry. 

LOOK AHEAD.
IDEA STARTER



LOOK AHEAD.
Application insights

Glass walls maintain an 
open feeling and total 
transparancy

Sit-stand desk provides 
ergonomics

Designed with limited touch 
points for infection prevention

Opposing door configuration 
maximizes door-to-door distance

Depth of workspace offers line 
of sight while maintaining safe
personal distances

Millwork allows for enclosed 
personal storage

Expansive knee space for freedom of
movement and reduced surface area
for cleaning

Linear design is scalable
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Configuration creates a safe physical 
distance between users and those moving 
through the space 

Storage sizing can be customized 

Touch-free millwork hardware is available 

Easily converted to sanitization 
station at each entrance
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Join In 
Square

This is where tradition meets technology. Using a classic four-wall office layout, 

this design takes visibility and connectivity to the next level. Glass walls bring 

transparency, allowing community to flourish through safe human connection. 

The integrated technology and large embedded monitors allow for a more 

life-size connection and make online chats feel more like in-person boardroom 

huddles. And because they’re inside the wall instead of mounted on it, there 

are fewer touch points and less places for germs to live. That’s why healthcare 

organizations use this application and why it makes sense for constructing 

safe spaces today.

JOIN IN.
IDEA STARTER



JOIN IN.
Application insights

Integrated technology 
improves connectivity

Utilize floor-to-ceiling 
configuration to control air flow

Embedded monitor improves
infection prevention

Improved acoustic control
for quieter space

Large screens make virtual 
meetings feel like being in the 
same room

Space can be sized to fit 
existing furniture

Flush-mounted solid wall 
panels add privacy

Linear design is scalable
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Monitor can be used to personalize 
the workspace

4” wall spine accommodates 
back-to-back embedded monitors 

Antimicrobial and easy-to-clean surfaces 
means decreased chance of transmission

Option to add a door
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Curious? 
Explore the idea starters in virtual reality.

They say seeing is believing. But we think experiencing is more powerful. 
That’s why we’ve turned these idea starters into virtual models. Use our 
ICEreality app to explore them in virtual reality from your own device. All you 
need is an iPhone or iPad and a Wi-Fi or data connection. Here are the steps 
to launch the experience: 

Download our app on your Apple device. Head over to the App Store and 
search “ICEreality.”  

Open the app. You’ll be guided through a few tutorial slides. 

Once you’re past the tutorial slides, look to the public experiences section.

Click on any of the three idea starter models: Get together, Look ahead 
or Join in. 

Walk to an open area and click “I’m in my space!”

Point your phone towards the floor and walk around. A grid will appear to 
scan your floor. Keep walking until you see the counter reach 100%. 

Once 100% is reached, hold up your phone vertically. The idea starter model 
will then load.

It’s time to explore. Walk through the model. 

• Click the icon at the bottom of the screen to navigate to
different viewpoints.

• You may see floating ice cream cones in the virtual experience (yes, ice
cream cones). Those are other participants joining the models from their
own devices. They’ll see you as an ice cream cone avatar too.

ice experience.
Using our software, clients can make real-time changes to their space with  
all of the pricing, manufacturing and visual information calculated instantly.  

Clients have complete freedom when it comes to aesthetic, finishes and 
 dimensions. Once the design is finalized, it feeds to the factory floor and 

 is manufactured in 21 days or less.
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Need help launching this experience?  

Contact CHRIS.KARAS@MARXMODA.COM

mailto:chris.karas@marxmoda.com


RESILIENT SPACE NOW, RELEVANT SPACE FOREVER

We believe that constructing spaces shouldn’t be an exercise in predicting the 

future. This means building environments that are adaptable, accommodating, 

and equipped to manage the unknown. The benefit of DIRTT’s fully integrated 

solutions is that any space can immediately be converted to reflect changing 

circumstances and meet the evolving needs of the people using them.

CLIENT-DRIVEN ENVIRONMENTS 

Our mission is to create innovative spaces that revolutionize the way 

people work, heal and learn. DIRTT solutions help clients create meaningful 

environments that respect the unique priorities and goals of people, teams and 

organizations. Total customization results in spaces that support productivity, 

safety and wellness. 

ATTRIBUTES OF  
A DIRTT INTERIOR

Respectful
Recognizes the human experience within the space.

Resilient
Adaptable, agile and able to flex to changing needs. 

Relevant
Useful in the now and prepared for what’s coming next.  
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This look book begins 
your journey to endless 
space possibilities.
Take the conversation further
Use our online form to get in touch 

Or email CHRIS.KARAS@MARXMODA.COM

https://www.dirtt.com/
https://marxmoda.com/contact/inquiry
mailto:chris.karas@marxmoda.com
https://www.dirtt.com/



